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ABSTRACT
A novel telescope architecture is proposed specifically for the purpose of taking spectra of exoplanets orbiting stars
within 10 pc ("the neighborhood"). The primary objective and the secondary spectrograph are holographic optical
elements (HOEs) formed on flat membrane substrates of low areal mass that can be transported on cylinder rolls that are
compatible with the payload geometry of delivery vehicles. Ribbon-shaped HOEs of up to 100 x 10 meters are
contemplated. Computer models are presented with these dimensions. The models predict resolving power better than 10
mas. Because the primary separates wavelengths, we consider coronagraphs that use the divide and conquer strategy of
one wavelength at a time. After delivery at the second Lagrange point, the stowed membranes are unfurled into flat
holographic optics positioned in a four part formation spanning 1 km of open space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The search for habitable exoplanets in the “neighborhood,” within 10 parsecs, invites new observation techniques,
because those available now have significant limitations. Micro-lensing is a deep field method that has little or no
practical utility within 10 pc. Photometry of transits reduces the availability of earth-twins to a approximately a 1%
probability, which is to say over 99 out of 100 potential candidates would never be seen. Fortunately, some spectra can
be taken during transits or eclipses. This has indicated the presence of water vapor. By way of contrast, Doppler shift
studies are indirect and cannot characterize exoplanets other than by their orbits through stellar radial velocity (RV). This
works best for dwarf stars which have a narrower diameter habitable zone. RV by Doppler shift cannot detect planets in
orbits on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight. Astrometry can be used to measure stellar orbital wobble for those
exoplanetary systems, as was contemplated for the cancelled SIM mission and will begin with GAIA. In either case, the
exoplanets detected by stellar RV would not be directly observed, so the assumption that the three phases of water could
exist given known orbits for a known class of stars does not answer the key question of habitability: is there water on the
exoplanet? Moreover, even the discovery of water on an exoplanet in the habitable zone, exciting though it would be, is
quite insufficient to determine just how habitable the exoplanet might be. To use the habitable zone metaphor, there was
water in Goldilock’s chosen porridge, but there are many other ingredients to a life-sustaining soup.
We propose a new species of telescope that has as one of its capabilities the high resolution spectrographic
characterization of exoplanets on stars within 10 parsecs of the observatory. To achieve this performance specification,
we propose to break with convention by taking advantage of an optical element unknown until relatively recent times:
the hologram. In this paper we show how three identical holograms used in primary and secondary can extract
spectrograms from exoplanets at distances reaching 32 light years from our solar system. We describe a notional space
telescope using these novel optics that could make its observations in a space deployment scenario.
1.1 Challenges in detecting exoplanets in our neighborhood
Direct observation of an exoplanet presents a special set of difficulties in telescope performance. The angular resolution
required to directly resolve inner planets is in the tens of millarcseconds. Sensitivity to flux must be to 30th magnitude or
fainter. The parent star must be occluded by a factor of 1010 in the visible, 108 in the infrared so that its glare does not
overwhelm the albedo of exoplanets residing at a very narrow separation in the field-of-view. Identifying habitable
exoplanets also presumes some spectrographic capabilities that can indicate a match between the exoplanet’s albedo and
expected signatures like water, oxygen, and organics.
The maxim of “bigger is better” applies to astronomical telescopes in that resolution and sensitivity are both proportional
to primary objective aperture and area. The exoplanet search from space deployment has led to studies of smaller

telescopes, but the maxim applies here, as much as ever. An earth twin on a G class star would produce for an Earth twin
at 10 pc we expect n = 0.5 photon/m2 per sec over a 10% bandwidth at visible wavelengths.1 By that metric, if one could
park the Keck at the second Lagrange point, it would be hit with 30 to 50 photons per second. It is not unreasonable,
therefore to specify 10 meter or larger collectors for this assignment. Even with a 10 m primary, the angular resolution of
a segmented mirror like the Keck is limited to approximately 40 milliarcseconds. A 40 meter primary would be
preferable for directly resolving exoplanets like an earth twin. These metrics were studied by Lyon and Clampin.2
One means to mitigate the cost of a large primary is to limit the aperture to one of the two dimensions. This carries the
penalty that planets on the short side of the aperture cannot be seen and may be missed without rotating the telescope. If
a planetary system is known to exist, however, the asymmetry does not preclude direct imaging over half an orbit. This is
the approach we have selected from our notional Holographic Optical Method for Exoplanet Spectroscopy, HOMES.

2. DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL TELESCOPE
A holographic optical element (HOE) can be made by the intersection of a plane wave and a spherical wave originating
from a common coherent monochromatic laser. In playback the HOE exhibits a lens’ or a mirror’s ability to focus. A
plane wave incident upon the HOE at the recording wavelength will focus at precisely the distance and angle of the
recording spherical wave object beam. To the eye it would appear that a virtual point at that wavelength floats in front of
or behind the HOE. A real image of the point is also present, and it can be detected by an area array sensor.
An important distinction between HOEs and focusing mirrors is that the position of a reconstructed point is highly
wavelength-dependent. At the wavelength used to record the HOE, the reconstruction takes places at the angle and focal
distance from the HOE as the original spherical wave’s source, but all other wavelengths focus elsewhere. These images
resulting from playback of a HOE in broad band illumination are extremely chromatic. Multiple illumination sources
(the sky) compound the problem of chromatic aberration by introducing a plethora of overlapping spectra.
Chromatic dispersion issues aside, HOEs do have an important feature applicable to space telescopes not previously
available in telescope primary objectives. HOEs are nominally flat and can reside on gossamer membrane substrates of
an areal mass desirable for space deployment of large collectors. In addition, they can be replicated from master HOEs.
The benefit of low areal mass and the capacity to focus are exploited in proposed solar and earth observatories that use
antihole photon sieve variants of a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) in an on-axis configuration of a HOE.3 The FZP may not be
efficient and the antihole photon sieve may even be less so, but the proposed solar and terrestrial targets are extremely
bright. Although chromatic aberration is great, because wavelength determines focal length, the problem is somewhat
less noticeable at the focal plane for any one wavelength. A sharp bandpass filter at a selected wavelength also can be
used to disambiguate overlapping images. The earth observation platform is slated for GEO insertion where large
apertures are desirable. The flat membrane primary can be stowed in the delivery vehicle in a folded origami geometry.
Apertures of 10 to 20 meters are contemplated by project leaders.4
An FZP could produce hyperspectral imagery one wavelength at a time over an operation cycle that sampled many focal
plane adjustments, but the juxtaposition of each wavelength at its own focal plane does not recommend it for practical
spectroscopy. Much as Dennis Gabor’s original holography concept and its eponymous Gabor Zone Plate (GZP)
superimposes the object and reference beams that form the GZP, there is a problem sorting out different wavelengths
when all share a common axis. In addition to this issue, the on-axis approach which imitates a conventional mirror
telescope brings with it the embedded diffraction problems of the struts holding the secondary optics. These both limit
the throughput of signal and add their diffraction image to the energy distribution at the image plane.
As Leith and Upatnieks demonstrated in 1962 over a decade after Gabor’s seminal 1948 publication, arranging the
reference and the object wavefronts to different angles relative to the recording hologram plane provides considerable
benefits in playback. Now the illumination source does not occlude the line of sight on the image.
The Leith-Upatneiks configuration is also applicable when a primary objective of a telescope is a HOE. Playback offaxis both increases playback efficiency and moves focal planes at different wavelengths into non-overlapping positions
for each source. A sharp bandpass filter at any of these locations would permit image formation at any selected
wavelength. To the side would be another image of the same source(s). Given multiple sensors, each in the appropriate
position with the appropriate bandpass filter, the collection of images in aggregate would be hyperspectral. The
configuration is a GZP on the "half shell," that is, the light is coming from the center of the GZP to receivers configured
to one side of the central axis. This opens up the capability of receiving all the light in all the wavelengths focused by the
primary objective. This is the configuration we are investigating for HOMES.

2.1 Basic architecture
The subsections we address in HOMES, Figure 1, are those needed to collect the light from an exoplanetary system,
those needed to remove competing stars and the parent star, those that separate the images of the planets to take their
spectra, and finally the sensors that record the data. We present the instrument in a free flying formation, although that is
not strictly a requirement for this instrument to function. We use formation flying to more easily illustrate the relative
location of the components.

Fig. 1 HOMES end-to-end - a basic schematic of the concept.

Fig. 2 Zemax model of principal holographic elements

Plane waves from exoplanetary
system are collected by a Primary
Objective HOE. Images of the system
appear in discrete wavelength bands
and can be filtered to remove other
stars and the parent star. A
spectrograph then spreads the narrow
band signal to produce a separate
image of each planet at the focal
plane sensors. The simple Zemax
model, Figure 2, was made to
corroborate first principles. The
computer model hologram was made
at =500 nm. The HOE model has a
length of 50 meters and a width of 10
meters.

2.2 Primary Objective
The HOE we would use is a chirped frequency holographic grating that can focus a plane wave to a point. This HOE is
aspirational. Nothing like it has ever been manufactured, although deceptively it can be modeled by a few keystrokes and
general unit selections inside Zemax. The HOE is presumed to have a perfect chirp over some 50 meters. Assuming it
physically existed, the HOE plane would be oriented toward the plane waves coming from the target so that the star is
directly overhead. This allows the primary objective to present its largest surface area, capture the most flux and focus at
the most wavelengths. The aperture will also be at its greatest, and spectral bandwidth will be at a maximum.
The sky provides a plurality of sources, one of which is the target planetary system and its parent star. The superimposed
spectra of all stars create overlapping images, but they are out of focus and displaced in wavelength from the target star.
In Figure 3 we show how this appears in Zemax when two sources are compared, one being the target perpendicular to
the plane of the HOE and the other being off-axis by 2 degrees. Of course, there are innumerable other stars to be dealt
with, but the purpose of showing a pair here is to indicate how for
any source outside a narrow angular displacement, the HOE will
disperse a different set of wavelengths to other foci of the HOE. We
will eliminate these competing images coming from other stars at the
2°
next component in the optical train, the bandpass filter, Section 2.3.
The same displacement phenomenon is also used to differentiate the
exoplanets in the system from their parent star and from each other.
The exoplanets focus differently from their parent and siblings, and
they are at slightly different wavelengths. Consider the Zemax model
shown in Figure 4 which shows one focal point of 300 m width.

Fig. 4 An HOE focal point where the exoplanetary system outer
working angle spans 300 mas and inner working angle is 10 mas.
Fig. 3 Comparison of two sources subtending
angular separations of 2° on HOE at
respective  = 400, 500 and 600 nm
A Zemax model in Figure 4 models an aperture
the size of a fiber tip. Wavelengths associated
with exoplanets would share the same fiber with
their parent star and fall within a band spanning
0.001 nm. We can see from this model in Figure
5 that other images of the exoplanetary system,
while present, will appear at different
wavelength bands and different focal lengths.
Fiber tips positioned to capture these
spectrographic images can contribute to the
overall flux collection.

Fig. 5 Offsets between a fiber capturing one image of an
exoplanetary system and alternative images at different bands.

We are looking for exoplanets that are being segregated by their wavelength, not their position at a specific angle relative
to other exoplanets or to their parent star. The concept
is quite different from prior telescopes and needs to be
understood for its distinction from earlier telescope
architectures. In a reflective primary telescope images
are taken from angular displacement. Angular resolving
power is the critical measure of resolution. In the
present instance where an entire exoplanetary system
appears at exactly the same angle but with each object
at slightly different wavelength, bringing all
wavelengths to a common focus may also require
compensation by a refractive element. Our strategy is
that dispersion of wavelengths by refraction (where
shorter wavelengths are more highly dispersed) is in the
opposite wavelength order of diffraction (where longer
waves are more highly dispersed). A method to exploit
this reciprocal is described in our prior publication on
dispersive primary telescopes. 5 In the present model
we have introduced a thick lens, Figure 6, that is
Fig 6 The refractive correction needed to produce a
capable of compensating for the loss of focus of objects
common focus for all objects in the exoplanetary system.
over the presumed angular spread that covers an
exoplanetary system within 10 pcs.
2.3 Bandpass filter and coronagraph
We propose a coronagraph that resembles a spectrograph using a "divide and conquer" strategy. It derives from an earlier
design for a spectrographic telescope with a primary objective grating (POG), Figure 7.6 In that instrument plane waves
from the sky striking a grating are diffracted into a focusing mirror which is aimed at the slit of a spectrometer. One
wavelength is focused for each source object. We have shown that in the first diffraction order such primary objective
gratings can resolve narrow wavelength bands and correlate them with angles of incidence.

Fig. 7 Plane waves incident upon POG A are diffracted at grazing exodus to parabolic mirror B which focuses them onto
slit C where prism D disperses them into a spectrum E where any wavelength can be correlated to an angle of incidence.

Fig. 8 Dual parabolic reflectors focused to a common point

Fig. 9 Interferogram of the dual mirrors - Fig. 8

The POG of Figure 7 is a plane grating (PG), and it can be configured with sinusoidal grooves in the first-order to
disperse with equal energy in both directions. When that happens, as in Figure 8, there can be a common intersection of
two foci which can be made to perform as an interferometer. Imagine that the same plane wave of the same wavelength
is incident upon the POG at equal and opposite angles. This is certainly true for any star at the zenith. At the central
combiner, the two wavefronts can be spatially adjusted to form an interferometric null as per Figure 9. The null occurs at
the center of the star.
The null of Figure 9 has no side lobes which is a desirable feature of a nulling interferometric coronagraph. The reason
there is only one lobe, as illustrated in Figure 10, is that the destructive interference can be seen to take place over an
extremely narrow wavelength band where equal and opposite spectra are superimposed. The node could be additive or
subtractive depending on the relative positions of the mirror pair.

Fig. 10 Spectral interferometer serves as a coronagraph to null a central wavelength. Two equal and opposite spectra
share a common wavelength that is out of phase with itself and the combiner forms a singularity of flux zero. A
listing of relative intensity levels on the right hand side are shown in the graph below.
Of course, this only works with plane waves that can be positioned in equal and opposite sides of the PG, but if an
elliptical section mirror is used, the spectral interferometer can be fiber fed from the near field, as per Figure 11.

Fig. 11 Dual elliptical reflectors focused to a common point (left) and its resulting interferogram (right).
The elliptical figure of Figure 11 does not match the wavefront perfectly, because the dispersion is a sine function in one
dimension, that is, it has no common focal point. To complete this model, two aconic mirrors are needed and remain to
be modeled. Nonetheless the operative principle that there will be a singularity is suggested strongly by the interferogram
of Figure 11 which is narrow despite its speckle artifacts. The competing wavelengths from outside the exoplanetary
system do appear in the fiber feed to this coronagraph, but their wavelengths will disperse well to the side of the narrow
set of wavelengths that are collected at the output. In effect this is a bandpass function needed to reject objects outside of
the exoplanetary system as well as a coronagraph. Of course, all of these functions are unique to the primary objective
HOE architecture in that angular position is being encoded by wavelengths, and the wavelengths that result from the very
large HOE are defined to the ten thousandth of a nanometer. One question that is not yet answered is the scale of the PG
required. Achieving 0.0001 nm resolving power would nominally require a PG of 25 meters. However, what is needed is
rejection on the order of 0.001 nm, and that number may be within reach of a shorter PG. A change in unit scale from
meters to centimeters produced no discernable change in nulling performance as predicted by Zemax.
2.4 Spectrograph HOEs
A 25 cm plane grating or even a 2.5 m PG can be contemplated as an dispersing element in contemporary optics, but a
50 m HOE is seemingly out of science fiction. Yet, because it is a membrane, fabrication of large HOEs by printing is
being pursued.7 If the disperser is an asymmetrical ribbon, a printer can make any length given that the width in one
dimension is narrow enough to fit within the printer train. Whatever the difficulty in the production of its master,
replication is a relatively simple process by comparison. UV printing and pressure embossing are routinely used today to
make miles of plastic ultimately seen in consumer product packaging. Mass replicated gratings taken from meter width
rolls sold commercially by Spectratek® were
used in experiments with the POG concept
illustrated in Figure 7 above.8
A single HOE can be made to function as a
spectrograph.9 No curved reflective or
refractive power surfaces are required to
achieve resolving powers similar to those of
PG spectrographs that have magnifying optics.
Endemic astigmatism can be eliminated by use
of cylindrical lenses of different powers to
form the wavefronts creating the HOE.
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Fig. 12 Spectrograph made from HOEs identical to the primary

Given that HOMES presumes a large HOE as
its primary objective, we have designed a
spectrograph, Figure 12, that would use two
more of the same HOE in the secondary. The
idea is that if you can have one impossibly
large HOE, you can print as many more as
needed to complete the telescope. The concept
is consonant with the supposition that to
achieve the requisite spectral and angular

resolving power to separate the exoplanets, a dispersive surface of a length equal to the primary objective HOE might
well be required. A laboratory bench version of this spectrograph is described in a companion to this paper.10 The
accuracy of the 4 inch model is greater than R = 50,000 at its central wavelength. An initial measurement showed 25%
efficiency with silver halide transmission holograms which is encouraging, given the losses over double dispersion.
2.5 Sensor
The final element in HOMES are formation flown sensor arrays. Initial Zemax model rendering appears in Figure 13.
We show two points focused on the array over 1.8 cm. The two points can be traced back to a 300 mas angular
displacement at the sources of illumination. In order to achieve focus, the array is rotated 77°. Losses associated with
such a steep rotation of the sensor would likely not be acceptable in a practical device. Since refraction reverses the order
of spectral dispersion, a glass lens was used in the path to correct astigmatism, but the focal length correction was
negligible over the very narrow wavelength differential of 0.001 nm. Instead the refraction only served to increase the
spatial separation of the two targets on the sensor. Compensation for the differences in the foci remains to be modeled
and may involve another dispersive element.
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Fig. 13 Distal end of HOMES covering 300 mas of field. Cylinder lens corrects astigmatism. Insert shows sensor.
For this report we show a point spread function in Figure 14 calculated by FFT by Zemax, but we have little confidence
this is the true phase distribution. The x,y axes report vastly different phase information, with one dimension being a
virtual top hat to the other’s multiple phases. The asymmetry is to be expected but how the energy is actually distributed
is not likely to conform to these early predictions, especially if and when a flat focus across the sensor array is achieved.
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The sharp focus is obviously encouraging, but the reality is that we have to examine a wide wavelength spread for this
exercise to have any meaning. A first attempt to broaden the spectrum beyond the central wavelength was not successful.
We did not see other wavelengths as sharply focused as the focal points we studied and are first reporting here.
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Fig. 14 Point spread functions for the image points of Fig. 13. The response is asymmetrical. One side is a top hat.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Tradespace
Revolutionary technologies introduce unfamiliar parameters that trade their undeniable advantages for undesirable
limitations. Comparisons help us to weigh these distinctions.
We have modeled a HOE and played it back at the wavelength of its
construction where it performs optimally. Other wavelengths do not focus
nearly as well unless the HOE is made to a prescription somewhat different
than our original model. An alternative HOE appears in Figure 15 which
shows a wavelength spread of 30 nm. The broader range of focus appears in
a column that is normal to the HOE surface. The example insert shows a 5
cm column inside of which sharp focus is seen over a 20 nm spectral range.
This model dates from the composition of this publication, and more work
remains to optimize the bandwidth over which the HOE will focus.
We have predicted in theory and shown experimentally that the figure
tolerances of a POG are highly relaxed compared with mirror telescopes.
Our published 2002 prediction 11 was corroborated independently by
Andersen 12 in 2010 who sets a 120 wave per meter error tolerance for a
dispersive primary objective telescope. The trade is that grating groove
spacing must be maintained to a consistency that is sub-wavelength very
similar to the allowable error of a diffraction limited mirror’s figure.
A distinction between a parabolic mirror and a plane grating is that the
mirror is a three dimensional optic whereas grating grooves can reside on a
flat substrate. Errors in groove blaze do carry a penalty in throughput
efficiency but not in spectral or angular resolution. However, if there are
any variations in the groove spacing from end to end, the resolving power
of the grating is degraded. Grooves must be printed at a precise submicron
spacing over many meters. The substrate must remain uniform through
temperature gradients, as well. This is an engineering problem.
A theoretical problem, on the other hand, is throughput. Compared to
mirrors, gratings are not efficient. An antihole photon sieve was reported to
achieve an efficiency of 0.2%. 13 Our research suggests that a grazing
exodus POG might reach 10%. 14 Our expectation is that size may be a
saving grace for architectures using holographic primaries. That said, it is possible to set a narrow waveband-specific
HOE such as a phase volume hologram to better levels of efficiency. If a particular spectral signature is sought, the
system throughput could be improved by customizing the holograms for a narrow band.
Fig. 15 Sharp focus over 20 nm

Large collectors bring implementation problems associated with their routine maintenance. The presence of particulate
matter on a large optical surface can become part of the signal, and with extremely faint objects like exoplanets, solar
glints from particles of dust on the collector can overwhelm the exoplanet’s signal. The issue is compounded by
formation flying where multiple sun shields are necessary. Smaller co-axial primaries are easier to shield.. It is not
known if the HOE architecture differs in this particulate glint when compared reflective surfaces, but it can be said that
the optical principles involved are not identical. We have shown a surprising immunity to ambient light in a small model
of the POG telescope which is unaffected by room illumination 100 times greater than the source under study.15 The
immunity may be related to some unexamined consequences of using wavelengths as measures of angular position, since
in the near-field a solar glint has a completely different chromatic spread than a far-field object. In any event, if this is a
show stopper, the proof will have to be made rigorously if a problem does not present itself in the laboratory first.
Another trade is that resolving power is asymmetrical. The POG promises unprecedented apertures that accommodate
the inner working angles required to see close to the parent star, but there is a second dimension to the problem that is
compromised by a ribbon-shaped collector. Observations that work well in one dimension are marginal if not inadequate
in the other. A flare from leakage around the nulling spectral interferometer can be anticipated so that only the side lobes
will be effective. The consequence may be that only half years are available for observation. That said, a ribbon of 10 x
50 meters would have adequate lateral resolution to acquire many exoplanets in the Goldilocks zone within 10 pc.

3.2 Long term

1
3

2

Fig. 16 All optics could fit within a delivery vehicle bus. Arrows point at a
human scale relative to (1) a 50 x 10 m POG roll, (2) the delivery bus and its
payload, and (3) a deployed POG on a stretcher.

As the 20th century ended, a question
posed among astronomical telescope
engineers was how to make a mirror
out of a membrane. The 3D figure of
a mirror is at odds with the shape of a
stretched membrane. The surface of a
membrane
under
tension
is
controllably flat within the figure
tolerance of a flat diffraction grating,
a tolerance that is in itself greatly
relaxed compared to mirror optics. A
membrane is transportable on a roll
that can be deployed as a ribbon of
extensible length. A diagram of the
delivery vehicle with reference scale
of humans (arrows) in Figure 16.
The nominal width of the ribbon is 10
meters, and the length is extensible to
100 m.

4. CONCLUSION
A novel spectrographic telescope is being studied in the context of exoplanet characterization in “the neighborhood”
within 10 pc. By use of a dispersing primary objective, the radiation from an exoplanetary system can be captured in
spectral bands. The proposed disperser is a gossamer membrane holographic optical element which addresses space
deployment requirements by its low aerial mass. Collectors of unprecedented scale in the hundreds of m2 are
contemplated. Apertures in one dimension of 50 m are the basis of a computer model that indicates resolving powers in
the tens of milliarcseconds. Because the gathered light is intrinsically separated into spectral bands, HOMES takes a
“divide and conquer” approach to the problem of coronagraphy by imaging the parent star at narrow spectral bands that
lend themselves to nulling by spectral interferometry. A novel coronagraph that exploits these narrow bands is in the
process of conceptual development. The coronagraph is also being used as a bandpass filter to remove the images of
competing stars which are sending photons to the secondary but at different wavelengths and at different focal lengths as
the targeted exoplanetary system. One could say the coronagraph turns off all the stars in the field-of-view so we can see
the exoplanets orbiting a designated parent star. The exoplanets themselves are extracted by the method that uses a
secondary spectrometer. This requires a very high resolution secondary spectrograph. Research into a dual HOE selffocusing spectrograph is on-going. A device could conceivably be made from the same HOE as the primary objective,
further opening up the notion of replicated optics as the mechanism to manufacture extremely large telescope optics. The
spectrographic design lends itself to characterization of exoplanets for habitability.
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